
Characters D6 / Byrco Hansid (Resistance Soldier)

Name: Byrco Hansid

Homeworld: Aris

Species: Human

Gender: Male

Hair color: Brown

Eye color: Gray

Skin color: Light

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 2D+2

         Blaster: 5D

         Dodge: 5D

         Brawling Parry: 5D+2

         Grenades: 5D+1

         Missile Weapons: 6D

         Vehicle Blasters: 3D+2

PERCEPTION: 2D

         Search: 4D

         Sneak: 5D+2

KNOWLEDGE: 2D+1

         Survival: 5D

STRENGTH: 3D+2

         Climbing/Jumping: 5D+1

         Brawling: 5D+2

MECHANICAL: 1D+2

TECHNICAL: 2D

        First Aid 4D+1

EQUIPMENT:

              Blaster Pistol (4D), Resistance Uniform, Commlink, HH-12 rocket launcher (Range: 3- 10/40/100,

Blast Radius: 1/3/5, Damage: 9D/5D/3D), Camouflage (+2 to Sneak)

FORCE SENSITIVE: N

FORCE POINTS: 2

DARK SIDE POINTS: 0

CHARACTER POINTS: 4

Description: Byrco Hansid was a human male from the rustic planet Aris. A member of the Resistance

military, Hansid was a specialist in heavy weapons, carrying an HH-12 rocket launcher. In 35 ABY, he

was amongst the Resistance ground forces who fought on the surface of the command ship Steadfast in



the Battle of Exegol, ultimately surviving the battle.

Byrco Hansid was a human male from the rustic planet Aris, where he witnessed the technology of the

First Order fail when faced with the chaos of the natural world. During the war against the First Order, he

served as a heavy weapons expert in the Resistance military. In 35 ABY, Hansid was amongst the

Resistance personnel stationed in a base on the jungle moon Ajan Kloss who traveled to the planet

Exegol to battle the fleet of the First Order and Sith Eternal. Hansid was part of the Resistance's ground

forces, whose target was a navigation tower that was necessary for the fleet to leave Exegol.

The ground forces traveled to Exegol in the YC-123B transport hauler Fortitude, but upon their arrival, the

Sith fleet switched the navigation signal from the tower to the command ship Steadfast. On General

Finn's orders, the Fortitude landed on the hull of the Steadfast and the ground forces deployed onto the

starship, where they battled the Sith troopers and jet troopers of the Sith Eternal army. Ultimately Finn

and the former stormtrooper Jannah managed to disable the navigation signal, at which point the

Resistance ground forces withdrew back into the Fortitude. Hansid was amongst these forces, but Finn

and Jannah remained to destroy the ship entirely. When General Poe Dameron contacted the transport,

Hansid was stood with others who had survived the battle next to technician Rose Tico as she informed

Dameron that Finn was not on board. The Resistance ultimately won the battle and then returned to Ajan

Kloss to celebrate.

Personality and traits

Witnessing the First Order's technology fail on his homeworld only strengthened Hansid's preference for

the weaponry and gear he used to be as straightforward and uncomplicated as possible. He was

distrustful of electronics and of droids, the latter of which was rare in the Resistance. Hansid had fair skin,

brown hair and gray eyes.

Equipment

Hansid wore a camouflage tunic over a brown shirt and used a similarly camouflaged hat with a glare-

blocking visor brim. In battle he favored a HH-12 rocket launcher with an optical scope, a design that had

not been touched since the Galactic Civil War with its optics merely being shaped lenses and its targeting

system by eye. 
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